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Abstract
The field of music therapy is a growing community and the research reflects that. However,
when looking at some of the different facets of music therapy – like songwriting and groups – it
is discovered that there needs to be more research there. When looking at music therapy and
songwriting groups in particular, there is also the need for studies on how songwriting
interventions impact a group over the course of a longer time period. As a result, this capstone
thesis explored the effects of group songwriting on adults with mental illness and trauma in a day
treatment setting over a time period of six weeks. On any given day, there were between five and
thirteen attendees and the average age was 45. All group members were encouraged to go to
every group, but it was not mandatory. The group members wrote a song with the structure of a
song collage utilizing pre-composed lyrics and piecing them together before adding music.
Through implementation and observation of group dynamics, lyrical content, and individual
reflections, it was determined that the process of disconnection and reconnection in a group are
vital to moving forward in the therapy process. It was also found that groups are fluid and adapt
as members come and go, but if a group is solid at its core, its message will remain unchanged.
Keywords: music therapy, groups, songwriting, relational-cultural theory, RCT, group
dynamics, longitudinal study, group songwriting
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Group Songwriting Process of Adults with Mental Illness and Trauma
Introduction
Songwriting is not a new concept. It was rampant and alive during the swing era with

new music from Duke Ellington and Benny Goodman; the Beatles experimented with song form
and eccentric instruments in the 1960; artists like Randy Newman have been composing lyrical
epiphanies from the 70s to present day. These few examples demonstrate that songwriting can be

a medium for growth and change in relation to the culture and society around it (Baker, 2015).
Cultural connections include identity formation, relationship building, social and familial events,
and political stances. Music and songs can play an important and notable role in society, and its
utilization of self-expressive qualities makes it intrinsically therapeutic, and thus applicable to
clinical work.
That being said, songwriting in clinical work is about the process of creating the song
rather than the song itself. This differs from artists or the media producing songs for the sake of
consumption. Clinical songwriting provides therapeutic benefits through the entire process of
writing the song, from creation to performance to recording and sharing (Baker & Wigram,
2005). Being that songwriting is so personal and reflective of emotions, situations, and stances,
the content that clients create in this process is a manifestation of what is going on with them in
that moment. When it is a songwriting group, the group can work together and use problemsolving skills and collaboration to process information and put a song together. The therapist or
group-facilitator may aid in this process as well, so as to determine how to best represent the
client or group. Furthermore, once the song has been created, it can provide a sense of autonomy
and can be utilized as a way to share and connect with others as well.
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Trauma-Informed Lens

Cohesiveness is the group therapy analogue to relationship in individual therapy (Yalom
& Leszcz, 2008). In order to create cohesion, the group must feel safe enough to allow for
differences in opinion and respect for those differences. A trauma-informed lens from the

therapist is vital in creating this sense of safety. A trauma-informed lens takes behaviors that may
otherwise be considered problematic and identifies them as possible trauma responses rather than
a punishable offence. In a group, this might look like allowing a client to work or talk through a

behavior in that moment rather than asking them to leave the group.
SAMHSA, the substance abuse and mental health services administration, developed six
key principles of working within a trauma-informed lens. These include (a) safety (b)
trustworthiness and transparency (c) peer support (d) collaboration and mutuality (e)
empowerment, voice, and choice and (f) cultural, historical, and gender issues (SAMHSA’s
Trauma and Justice Strategic Initiative, 2014). Safety is the first principle of this approach as it is
the foundation of all trauma work. Clients must feel physically and psychologically safe before
they can move forward. If they feel safe, they then must be able to trust those around them,
especially the clinicians they are working with. Erikson’s stages of psychosocial development
are an example of this. Trust vs. mistrust is at the foundation of the stages. When someone’s
needs are routinely met and they can rely on those around them, they build a foundation of trust
and hope (Cohen, 2016). Erikson predicted that this would happen during the first year of a
child’s life, and if it does not, it must be reestablished as an adult. This trust happens through the
feeling of safety and also through peer support, the third key concept in SAMHSA’s traumainformed approach. Peer support is created through collaboration, respect for differences of
opinion, and working through any disconnections that may happen. The fourth key concept of
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SAMHSA is collaboration and mutuality, which stem from peer support. It also centers on the

idea that everyone involved in a person’s care needs to collaborate and work with one another
too.
Empowerment, voice, and choice, the fifth step, stem from all of the foundation work

SAMSHA outlined in the previous steps. This involves working with someone’s strengths and
experiences and recognizing what they can advocate for and offer others. Empowerment can
come from peers or clinicians in the form of feeling supported to make their own choices, heal,

and move forward. However, none of this would be possible without SAMHSA’s key
component of cultural, historical, and gender issues. SAMHSA’s trauma-informed approach to
care works within the system to make sure that those of any race, religion, sexual orientation,
gender identification, ethnicity, age, and geography are taken into account. This incorporates
access to specialized services, program protocols, norms, and policies put in place, and the space
for non-westernized treatments. Without addressing someone’s cultural, historical, and gender
differences or needs, step one of safety may not be able to happen.
Relational-Cultural Theory
The SAMSHA trauma-informed approach contains quite a few elements of relationalcultural theory. Relational-cultural theory stresses the importance of human connection,
disconnection, and reconnection being at the center of individual growth (Jordan, 2018). This
applies to personal relationships, client-therapist relationships, and group member relationships.
In order to collaborate and work towards a common goal (i.e. writing a song), members must
hear one another out. Jordan (2018) states that, “A disconnection occurs in an interaction when
one person does not feel heard, understood, or responded to by another person, and there is a loss
of empathic responsiveness. Disconnections occur all the time in relationships” (p. 48). In group
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therapy, there are many opportunities for disconnections to occur. For example, group members

may talk over one another, they may disagree about a lyric or choice of instrumentation, there
may be miscommunications, etc. There are many moments when disconnection is possible, even
while feeling safe. That being said, the moment that clients can make progress is when they work

to reconnect after a disconnection. Jordan (2018) states that disconnections often create feelings
of fear and anxiety because it is a moment of risk. “This moment can be an opportunity to forge
stronger connections” (p. 52). These intimate moments between disconnection and reconnection

is where the therapy happens. Using music and songwriting as a way to work within these
frameworks can be even more impactful.
Using a trauma-informed and relational-cultural theory lens, I have explored group
songwriting over the course of six group sessions. Much of the research done on songwriting in
music therapy has been focused on case studies (Silverman, 2003), single-session designs
(Silverman, 2011), the analysis of lyrical content (Kooj, 2009) or statistical results (Grocke et al.,
2009), or using songwriting as a method of personal exploration (Fox, 2018). My research
looked more at the process of the songwriting, how it impacted the group dynamics, and how the
group dynamics then impacted the end result. The entire process was a hands-off approach in
which I allowed the group to come up with a theme, input original or pre-composed lyrics,
organize those lyrics in a way they felt made sense, decide what the music behind the lyrics
sounded like, and ultimately decide when the song was completed. As the group leader, I
facilitated the process and provide the music as needed. Throughout this process I observed the
work of the group members, what their comments and/or feelings were towards the process, and
how they collaborated with one another. I also observed the group dynamics, any changes that
happened week-to-week, and what may have influenced those changes. Group songwriting as
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music therapy gave group members the opportunity to explore their emotions, thoughts,

disconnections, reconnections, and the creation of a song.
Literature Review
Any kind of therapeutic work with clients with mental illness and trauma needs to be

conducted through a trauma-informed lens. Without this lens, the therapist runs the risk of retraumatizing the client and creating harmful consequences. According to Ahonen (2016), one
definition of trauma is “experiencing something unbearably bad, alongside feelings of

helplessness that were experienced too early in life” (p. 270). Trauma can be categorized into
two types: a single, unanticipated, catastrophic event or a continuous, early trauma that makes
someone more vulnerable moving forward in life. With both types of trauma, the person loses
their sense of empowerment, feels a loss of control, and no longer feels safe in the world.
Therapeutic Presence
As a therapist, the main focus when with a client who has trauma should on their
therapeutic presence. This therapeutic presence and rapport will hopefully “create the potential
for connection and safety” (Edwards, 2017, p. 1) in the therapeutic space. The therapist is not
there to change or fix anything, but rather be with the client and create the room for thoughts,
feelings, and sensations as they arise. While it may be important for a client to tell their story,
Edwards (2017) states that initially the client may not feel safe enough to do so. Retelling trauma
stories might re-traumatize the client, especially if it is done in a space when the client does not
feel safe.
If and when a therapeutic rapport and sense of safety is firmly established, only then there
can be room to explore the client’s history and story. When this happens, the task of the therapist
is to “listen, witness, and validate what the client conveys” (Ahonen, 2016, p. 271). There is no
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attempt at changing situations or giving advice. A therapist is there to witness, listen, validate,

and help the client safely explore any thoughts, feelings, or sensations that come up.
If in a group setting, this is where group norms can help establish that sense of safety.
Group norms are ground rules that let everyone in the group know what is expected and what

will not be tolerated. Group norms are vital in establishing a safe place for members to come and
explore their thoughts and connect with others. If the members of a group do not feel safe, very
little work will be done in that group, as the therapy can only happen if everyone feels safe

enough to be vulnerable.
Disconnection and Reconnection
One theory that can utilize this therapeutic space and explore those connections is
relational-cultural theory. Relational-cultural theory (RCT) evolved from the work of Jean Baker
Miller in 1976 and is centered on how awareness and connection impact relationships and then
how those relationships in turn impact self-worth and future connections. When broken down
further, the key components of RCT include (a) growth-fostering relationships (b) mutual
empathy (c) movement towards mutuality (d) strategies of disconnection and reconnection and
(e) authenticity (Duffey and Somody, 2011). Working through these components of RCT in a
safe and respectful way is one way to foster that sense of safety and validation with a client and
help them move towards growth-fostering relationships. This is one of the core values of RCT.
A growth-fostering relationship is defined as the expression of the thoughts and feelings
from each person which contributes to empathy, connection, awareness, and understanding of
each other and the self. When both parties develop empathy, or an awareness of emotions, and
ability to feel emotions similar to others, this exchange moves towards mutual empathy. Duffey
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and Somody (2011) characterize RCT’s mutual empathy as the promotion of “relational healing

and psychological growth” (p. 227) for both people.
The way to achieve mutual empathy is through strategies of disconnection and
reconnection. Disconnections happen “when people let each other down, fail to respond

empathically, behave in hurtful ways, or inflict or experience a myriad of other relational
injuries” (Duffey and Somody, 2011, p. 229). When people have experienced oppression,
marginalization, or power differentials in relationships, these disconnections are also more likely

to happen and “impede authentic relating and growth” (p. 229). However, if people can work
through these disconnections in the moment, they can feel more competent in their relationships
and increase their relational resiliency. This also allows those people to present their honest self
and be authentic in those relations.
Hatcher (2007) analyzes how a client used songwriting in a therapeutic and safe space.
He explored the themes that arose from a song written by a client with complex trauma. It was
reported by the client that Hatcher had created a safe space for him to explore his emotions and
“feel the freedom to consider, adopt and integrate new ones” (p. 127). This statement aligns with
the trauma-informed care practices that need to happen in order for a client to be willing to be
vulnerable with a therapist. Without vulnerability, there is no space to create a growth-fostering
relationship. In the song created by this client, there was an evident yearning for connection with
others – something that the therapist was able to provide as well. Themes that arose included a
desire for connection and commonality, a yearning for others to not judge him, the need to be
understood, and to put a voice to his suffering. This individual found that he could express
himself through the lyrics while simultaneously gaining confidence in his ability to commit to
something. He could be a performer when playing his song, connect with family members
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through sharing the song, and take on the role of both a writer and artist — two areas in which he

felt inferior to before beginning the process.
Songwriting
Hatcher (2007) demonstrated that once a client feels safe, they are more willing to be

vulnerable and share their story, one effective method being through songwriting. Baker and
Wigram (2005) described the process of songwriting in music therapy as writing, creating,
and/or recording music/lyrics within the therapeutic relationship to work on psychosocial,

emotional, and cognitive goals. This process allows for the opportunity to explore parts of the
self that may be repressed and can promote awareness, openness, and compassion for others. In
group settings, songwriting also fosters “social interaction, group cohesion and feelings of group
supportiveness” (p. 16). This is because it places an emphasis on process over product. The
therapeutic effect happens though that process of creation, performance, and/or recording of the
client’s song. The idea is that the client can later walk away from the experience feeling as
though they expressed themselves and are proud of what they’ve done. The songwriting process
is the therapeutic work. Moreover, the end result is something “…that clients can revisit, share
with others, and be evidence of mastery, creativity and self-expression” (p. 14). Though the
focus of therapy happens in the songwriting process itself, being able to then share the song with
others allows for a sense of ownership and the opportunity to connect with others. The entire
process from the beginnings of planning to the review of the finalized product works with the
client on social, emotional, behavioral, and/or cognitive therapeutic goals.
Another example of this songwriting process is the case study of Frank (Silverman,
2003). Frank was a 28-year-old male who was diagnosed with schizophrenia in a private,
community-based, short-term psychiatric hospital. He came into the hospital voluntarily stating
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that he was having bipolar symptoms and admitted to hearing voices. Upon arrival, he was

diagnosed with schizophrenia. It was stated that in the first few days at the hospital, Frank was
argumentative, delusional, and accusatory. It was on day five that Frank began attending music
therapy sessions. There, the music therapist learned Frank’s love of Pink Floyd and that while he

had ability to follow along in the song with the group, when other activities began, “Frank was
argumentative and paranoid” (Silverman, 2003, p. 28). Towards the middle of his stay, Frank
slowly began to engage more in music therapy sessions, but he also was unpredictable, reckless,

and sometimes dangerous towards other staff. On day 35, Frank was told that, “…if [he] was
appropriate with his treatment team for one full day… he could receive 15 minutes of private
songwriting time with the music therapist” (p. 30). This offer was very appealing to Frank and he
agreed. Following that offer, Frank proved to be much more agreeable and engaging during
treatment. On day 40, Frank was deemed healthy enough to be discharged.
One of the core concepts of this case study is that Frank became compliant when his
preferences were taken into account. As soon as Frank felt validated, his other destructive
behaviors quickly deescalated. In this case, Frank’s preference happened to be songwriting.
However, this demonstrates what happens when a client is listened to, validated, and treated as a
whole person. It is evident that Frank also craved that individualized connection with someone
else, a core component of the relational-cultural theory.
Fox (2018) wanted to explore the impacts of songwriting on the whole self as well. She
conducted an art-based heuristic research study in which she examined the impacts of
songwriting on their own experiences with psychological understanding and healing. Fox had
some experience with songwriting, but never shared her songs publicly and never set out to be a
songwriter. Fox engaged in the songwriting process and then made art to analyze the written
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songs. She found that songwriting and art making as reflection helped her own parts of herself

that may have previously been repressed or projected onto others. She also found the process
encouraged human compassion, heightened awareness, and change when she was open to the
experience. Fox also interviewed other songwriters and explored their process to help guide her

own. Ultimately, she found that songwriting was a good way to address her personal background
as well as thoughts and feelings that arose in the art and music-making process. As such,
songwriting can be used in a therapeutic setting in order to further and deepen the benefits that

Fox discovered through her own process.
Group Music Therapy
Group therapy and individual therapy, while both effective, can impact clients very
differently. Grocke et al. (2009) set out to explore the impacts on members of a weekly 10-week
music therapy group with songwriting. The music therapy group consisted of those with severe
and enduring mental illness (SEMI) who were stabilized and on medication. Data was collected
through members’ self-reported surveys. The measurement tools used were the World Health
Organization Quality of Life - Abbreviated (WHOQOL-BREF) scale, a 26-item quality of life
scale, the social interaction anxiety scale (SIAS), a 20-item questionnaire about social anxiety,
and the brief symptom inventory (BSI), a 53-item self-report scale that detects psychiatric
symptoms. Each session, the group sang familiar and preferred songs, worked on songwriting
with members contributing original lyrics and stylistic suggestions, and participated in an
instrumental improvisation. There was also a semi-structured group interview at the end. It was
found that results in the quality of life (QoL) "changed significantly, indicating better general
quality of life, health and support from friends” (2009, p. 97) in the support group. In terms of
social anxiety, making eye contact with others was the only SIAS item that improved
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significantly for the songwriting group, but overall the total score change was not significant.

Results for the BSI, brief symptom inventory, were not significant either. Themes that emerged
from the group interview included but were not limited to (a) it being relaxing, (b) therapy giving
joy, and (c) that anyone could be creative. These results indicate that while music therapy with a

songwriting focus didn’t necessarily help adults with lived experience reduce symptomology, it
did improve their overall quality of life and some aspects of social anxiety. Both of these
improved aspects have the ability to affect the clients positively if they are carried over into their

daily lives.
Due to the versatile nature of music therapy and songwriting, the impacts on those with
psychosis in a group setting should be explored as well. Silverman (2011) does this and explores
the "effects of songwriting on psychiatric patients’ knowledge of coping skills and working
alliance” (p. 103). Two inpatient groups were created: the control group (with a psychoeducational focus on coping skills) and the experimental group (with a songwriting approach to
coping skills). Both groups only had a single group therapy session. Measurements included
were the brief coping orientation to problems experienced inventory (COPE) that consisted of 28
true/false statements on coping skills, as well as the revised helping alliance questionnaire
(HAQ-II) that included 19 items. The HAQ-II assessed the strength of the bond between a
therapist and client or patient. A Likert-based questionnaire assessing basic personal treatment
information as well as perception of the session was also included. It was found that there was no
significant differences between groups in terms of the knowledge of coping skills or working
alliance. However, the experimental group did have higher perception of enjoyment scores and a
higher attendance rate than the control group. This indicates that songwriting can be just as
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effective a tool as talk therapy, if not more so, due to higher attendance and enjoyment. If there

had been more than one session, there may have been more significant results as well.
Emerging Themes
Another way to explore the effects of songwriting is to analyze the themes that unfold in

the songs. Kooij (2009) used the qualitative research tradition of hermeneutic phenomenology
and analyzed 17 songs from clients in prior music therapy sessions living with severe and
persistent mental illness. The goal was for the researcher to develop a more empathetic

understanding of those with mental illness and their lived experiences through identification of
the themes in these songs. Through open-ended interviews and a simple coding analysis, Kooij
(2009) discovered multiple overlapping themes throughout the songs. Kooij also confirmed the
meaning behind the lyrics with the clients before solidifying her research. The themes she
uncovered included the journey, the destinations, identity, control, social engagement,
connection, and hope. She found that, “Their songs, though chosen specifically for the illness
narratives they represent, also include rich information about the experiences of recovery from
mental illness” (p. 54). The themes were important, but the raw content that stemmed from their
lived experiences was even more eye-opening. This demonstrates that songwriting in music
therapy sessions is not only an artistic outlet, but another way for people to share their stories,
connect with others, and develop mutual empathy.
Group Songwriting with a Song Collage
While trauma-informed songwriting is powerful with an individual therapist, there is the
opportunity for even more power in a group setting because of the strategies of connection,
disconnection, and reconnection. Jordan (2018) states that after a disconnection happens,
“Working toward reconnection requires a commitment to better understanding and the effort of
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repair” (p. 48). Each person must make an effort towards better listening and understanding of

the other. If this happens, reconnections are formed and there is forward movement. Something
Jordan (2018) also mentions is that the ability to work with these disconnections and to
renegotiate them allows for the client to see possibility for change in the future. Doing this in a

group setting gives power to the group members as they are disconnecting, connecting, and
empathizing with one another. Furthermore, the process of songwriting is therapeutic in that it
allows group members to tell their story and empathize with each other. It is a process of

connection, collaboration, compromise, mutual empathy, and empowerment.
Group songwriting can be done in multiple ways. One of the techniques of songwriting
that Baker (2015) talks about is a song collage. This is a technique in which the writers “…use
lyrics from a range of pre-existing songs and arrange them to form the lyrics of a new song” (p.
128). This technique is designed to inspire those involved to choose or create lyrics that have
meaning or inspire them.
In a song collage, once songwriting is introduced, a theme for a song is determined. At
this point, the therapist will provide lyrics from songbooks, printed out pages, CD covers, etc.
The group will then go through, choose lyrics from these pre-composed songs that are
meaningful to them and the theme, and collaborate to put them all together in a new way. They
will then work with the therapist to choose the rhythm, beat, chords, and melody of the song.
This process can be reviewed and edited multiple times until the group feels the song is
complete. At this point there is opportunity to sing and play the song, and then discuss how the
process was for each person. There is sometimes also an opportunity to perform and share as
well.
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This can be done with a variety of populations ranging from people with traumatic brain

injuries to those with mental illnesses. Some of the reasons a therapist may select a song collage
method include (a) a client has difficulty articulating feelings of fear of emotional expression
based on cultural or gender factors, (b) there are cognitive difficulties including poor initiation

and idea generation, (c) it is suitable for brief therapy models, and (d) songwriters experience
success with this approach (Baker, 2015).
Due to the diverse needs and/or abilities that present themselves, choosing to use a song

collage might make more sense in a group than in individual therapy. Clients may be less likely
to explore their feelings or express their emotions in larger groups, therefore choosing lyrics
from pre-composed songs feels safer. There may be a variety of cognitive abilities within one
group and providing the choice of choosing pre-composed lyrics and/or creating their own lyrics
gives individuals the option to choose which one is right for them. Due to the nature of group
therapy being a set number of weeks, a group may have a limited amount of time to write a song.
This option speeds up the process a bit because not everyone has to independently come up with
each line of the song. As a result, the group is likely to finish the song and experience a feeling
of success. Ideally, this feeling of success will then carry into their lives outside of therapy as
well.
Method
The purpose of this study was to understand how group songwriting impacted adults with
mental illness and/or trauma in a therapeutic day setting. For this, I took a trauma-informed
approach and studied the impacts through a relational-cultural theory lens. I wanted this process
to be a hands-off approach and let the group decide what they wanted to write about, rather than
coming in with a guided prompt. Each group was 45 minutes long and held once a week for 13
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weeks. The songwriting collage activity took the length of six weeks. Each participant

voluntarily signed up for the weekly songwriting group and were encouraged to go each week,
but it was not mandatory and they could elect to switch out. Furthermore, different participants
could be discharged from the program or come into the group if they began treatment at the

program.
Participants
Participants in this group were adults in a day treatment setting who suffered from mental

illness, trauma, and/or possible substance abuse. Diagnoses included but were not limited to
depression, anxiety, paranoid schizophrenia, dissociative identity disorder, schizoaffective
disorder, PTSD, bipolar disorder, and OCD. Some of the members also had a history of
substance use that they were working on in the program while others did not. Throughout all of
the sessions, the size of the group fluctuated between five and thirteen members due to schedule
changes, discharges, and new intakes throughout the weeks. The ages of group members ranged
between 18 and 63 years old, the average being 46 years.
Most participants knew each other with varying degrees from other groups in the day
treatment program. Their enrollment in day treatment made them eligible for this group and as a
result, eligible for this study. Furthermore, the participants completed a songwriting activity in
the same group prior to this activity so they would have some experience collaborating with one
another.
Intervention
The intervention I used was a song collage. A song collage is a structured approach to
songwriting in music therapy that utilizes lyrics from many pre-composed songs. The idea is to
decide on a theme, then take lyrics from different songs and stitch them together in a new
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fashion. The intervention I used also allowed for group members to contribute their own lyrics if

none of the pre-composed songs felt accurate. I created a flow chart to help demonstrate the
intervention process. These steps include (a) group decides on theme (b1) individuals choose
meaningful lyrics from pre-written songs that align with theme (b2) individuals have opportunity

to write original lyrics (c) each lyric is cut into an individual strip (d) group members sort
through all the lyrics and organize them on floor in a new way (e) group has opportunity to
modify as needed (f) after lyrics are solidified, group discusses “vibe” of song: upbeat, sad,

bluesy, rap, etc. and what that sounds like (g) group “rehearses” and modifies as needed (h)
group has finished product at end (see Figure 1). Ideally, I would have liked for the group to be
able to record and then share their completed song with others, but due to the nature of
confidentiality and a time restraint that we ran into at the end, this was not possible.
Materials
The materials used in this study were markers, pens, and strips of paper to write down the
lyrics and then organized them. A guitar was also used to create the music of the song. Each
group session was conducted in the same room. There were no windows but there were floor
lamps to create soft lighting.
Data Collection
I processed what I observed through written data and reflections after each songwriting
group. This included notes about what happened, who was in the group that day, how many
members were there, and any notable comments or events that took place. I also included
thoughts and feelings of my own about the group, the process, and any judgements, biases, or
transference that may have come up. This was so I could keep track of my own perceptions and
notice if and how they influenced the sessions. This was mainly through journaling.
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Introduce songwriting

Determine theme of song

Select relevant lyrics from precomposed songs

Contribute original lyrics

Write each lyrical phrase on a
strip of paper

Organize and arrange lyrics in
new way

Review, rearrange, refine as
needed

Determine/Create Music

Sing, Play, Discuss

Close

Figure 1. Steps in a song collage.
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Results

The songwriting group met once a week for 13 weeks for 45 minutes at a time. The
songwriting activity they worked with was a song collage, where members took lyrics from, or
were inspired by, other songs and strung them together to create a new song. This started on
week eight, giving us six weeks to complete the song. Each time the group met, I observed how
they interacted with one another, what their thoughts were on the process, and any emotions or
thoughts that came up on my end. After each group session, I went back to my office and
journaled about my thoughts, feelings, or anything else that came up for me. I also journaled
about any relational or group dynamic changes that I observed and wrote about where that could
be coming from.
Song Collage: Day One
The first time the group began to work on the song collage activity was on week eight out
of the 13 allotted weeks that the group would meet. The group had done a blues songwriting
activity in the weeks before to help them get acquainted with the process of songwriting, as
many of them had never had experience with it before. We had finished the blues song and then
began the song collage.
I opened up the new song collage activity by asking if the group had a theme they wanted
to write about. They then suggested they choose the genre first, as it might then help choose a
theme. The group decided on a soft rock, folk rock genre that was guitar-centered and gave lots
of liberties to explore different themes. After bouncing ideas off of one another, the group
decided that they wanted to say something controversial and important; they wanted to say
something that would make people stop and listen. The group eventually decided on the theme of
mental health, illness, and marginalization and how it impacts their world view.
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Reflection.
I had gone into this group hoping that they would choose a theme that felt important to
them. The prior blues song had been more general and sillier, which proved to be a great
introduction to songwriting. However, I was hoping for this larger project they would decide on
something close to their hearts. I did my best to not influence that decision as I wanted this to be
a decision the group came to on their own. It was nice to be able to see the group work together
to come up with a theme that could apply to everyone. They also liked that it allowed for
leniency in what they were going to talk about.
Song Collage: Day Two
The second session was the day we began the actual lyrical content. However, before we
began, one client, woman A, asked if she could suggest an angle to our song’s theme. She
suggested it to the group and one man in the group reflected back to her what he had heard, but
she felt it was not accurate. Woman A attempted to amend her original statement but seemed to
struggle with finding the right words and became flustered. Some other group members tried to
respond to her respectfully, but she had difficulty hearing her peers. At this point, I jumped in to
try to bridge the gap between what woman A was trying to say, how the group was responding,
and how we would move forward with that information. This seemed to settle most of the group
for the moment.
After that conversation, I began to explain the setup for the song collage. On a table in
the middle of the room, I laid out strips of paper, markers, and pens for the group to use. I also
laid out lyric sheets of pre-composed songs for group members to look at for inspiration. I told
the group that they were to look at the lyric sheets and find lyrics that matched their chosen
theme. They would then write one lyrical phrase on each strip of paper. I mentioned that they
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could have multiple lyrics and strips of paper from the same song, but it was also okay if none of
the lyrics in the song resonated with them. I also informed the group that they had the
opportunity to write their own lyrics on the strips of paper if they felt inspired to do so. In this
way, they had a couple of different options to look at and explore.
During this explanation of writing lyrics on the strips of paper, it seemed there was some
confusion and many questions on how to complete the task. I repeated myself multiple times as I
watched people struggle. At one point, woman A picked up all of her items in a hurry, including
the paper, lyrics, and marker, and quickly left the room. From having experience with her in the
past, I felt this was so she could concentrate better. I let her leave without saying anything.
For the rest of the time, I encouraged the group to write as many strips of paper as they
could. I ended up asking for between three and five per person because some group members had
written one lyric on one sheet of paper and then would have been content to sit there staring at it
until it was time to go. Towards the end of the group, woman A returned with her belongings and
strips of paper to pass in. She had written all of her lyrics on the papers vertically from top to
bottom and then cited each song at the end. There were some strips of paper where she had taken
lyrics from two songs, so she ripped them in half when I informed the group again that it was one
lyric per strip of paper. She, along with the rest of the group, submitted their strips of paper when
the group ended. When I asked for feedback, one man said that the whole process was
exhausting.
When I was cleaning up from the group, woman A stayed afterwards to talk to me. She
felt frustrated that people in the group were not listening to my instructions and that she had had
different expectations for the group. I listened to her as I cleaned up the room and gathered my
materials, validating her frustration, and talking about the value of patience. Right before she left
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the room, she said that I was very calm, doing a great job running this group, and thanked me for
listening.
Reflection.
This group was full of relational-cultural theory components. When woman A made her
suggestion to the group at the very beginning and some members had trouble understanding, a
disconnection between her and the rest of the group happened. Though other members tried to
amend that disconnection, woman A was already so elevated that any listening on her end and
reconnection with others could not happen in that moment. This was even more evident when
she left the room to be able to focus better. The reconnection happened when woman A rejoined
the group at the end and contributed to the conversation of how the process was for her and her
approach to it. This was validated by others in the group as well as myself. Oddly enough, the
reconnection was made stronger when she spoke to me at the end. I listened to what she had to
say, validated her thoughts and feelings, and then we spoke about ways to go forward. Though
the disconnection did not directly happen with me, because I was the group leader I feel that I
was able to aid in the reconnection process.
Song Collage: Day Three
Day three of this process consisted of regrouping since there was so much confusion the
week before. Though many people had followed the directions, there were many strips of paper
that had multiple lyrics, even paragraphs, on one strip. Since the idea of a song collage was to
organize and connect each lyric/strip of paper to one another, I brought all the strips of paper
back and gave them back to the group members that were there the previous week. There were
some new members there this week, so I gave them blank strips as well. I clarified my directions
of one lyrical phrase per strip of paper to the group and asked if they would look over their strips
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to see if they needed any amending. This also gave time for the members that weren’t there last
week time to contribute as well.
There was much less confusion about the directions the second time around, and people
turned in their lyrical submissions after 20 or so minutes. For the next 20 minutes, I went through
each strip of paper with the group one by one so we could decide what theme it fell into. We
made categories on the board and organized the strips of paper so that we could start to create the
song the next week. The categories we created in that group included (a) hopeful, (b) dark
thoughts, (c) empowerment, (d) speaking truth, (e) feeling carefree, and (f) questioning. It was a
very cognitively based group that was about figuring out what smaller themes our song had in it
and how we might organize them into verses.
Reflection.
This third session was interesting because I gave the same requests as last time, but
people seemed to be able to comprehend the instructions more easily. It could have been a
coincidence — maybe last week people were having an off week. There were some different
group members that showed up this week than last week — maybe that changed the group
dynamic to be calmer and more receptive. It is unclear why the change happened, but I noted that
it did.
It was also interesting to see how people interpreted lyrics differently when we were
categorizing them. Some lyrics were more abstract while others were more literal. We would
decide as a group what category the lyric may fall into. If there was discrepancy and the person
who contributed the lyric was willing to share their intentions, we would ask them. Otherwise,
we would sometimes table the lyric to come back to once we had a better sense of what other
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themes we were dealing with. It was really a joint effort from each group member to work
together and collectively decide how each lyric would be categorized.
Song Collage: Day Four
Day four was met with a lot of prep on my end. Due to nearing the end of our time
together, I had broken up all the strips of paper into categories on my own so that the group
could begin the process of stitching the phrases together. Each category would become a verse
and the group would decide which order the verses would ultimately go in. There were five
categories all together, one of which would become the chorus.
I split the group up into two smaller groups and gave them the lyrical phrases to organize.
I allowed them to leave a phrase out if they felt like it did not fit or pick one up from an extra
pile (lyrics that didn’t fit into any category) if they felt like they needed something else. Each
group went through their lyrics, organized them to a point of satisfaction, and then wrote them
down on a separate piece of paper to be handed in. Afterwards, I handed them another set of
lyrics to go through and repeat the process. When I asked about the whole process at the end of
the group, some of the members replied that it reminded them of a puzzle, and it was something
fun and creative to do.
Reflection.
It was intriguing to watch each group work together to organize the verses. There were
some members in each group that naturally took a leadership role while others were more
content as passive participants. I tried to encourage engagement from everybody in each group
but did not push anything that felt forced or unnatural. I observed disagreements happen between
group members about where to put lyrics and I also watched compromises happen. Some
members voiced their opinions louder than others and some were happy to listen, reflect, and
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make suggestions if they felt strongly about a lyric. The entire process was full of
communication, compromises, and connections.
Song Collage: Day Five
Day five was our second to last day until the end of the semester. I prepped for it by
typing up all of the lyrics in the way each group had organized them in each verse. I did not put
them in any particular order and made copies for each person in the group. It was revision day.
The song was very long and I was hoping people would take steps to shorten it, but did not push
that agenda since this was a hands-off approach.
I handed out the sheets to everyone and informed the group we would be going through it
verse by verse and making any changes or taking anything out for the final product. We had a
group member, woman B, who hadn’t been there in a while and was not part of the lyric writing
process. Woman B asked if she could contribute a line to the song, being as she had no part it in
up until now. I asked the group if that was okay with them, and when they confirmed, she added
a line in.
The rest of the time spent was going through the verses line by line and making
amendments. There was a lot of feedback from both woman B and woman A, who had also not
attended the group for a few weeks. Most of the group was spent with me hearing their ideas and
turning it around back on the rest of the group and asking for their thoughts and other opinions.
We ultimately ran out of time to go through the last verse line by line, but general suggestions
from the group were made and I took note of them. The group also decided on a chorus but did
not decide on the order of the verses. I needed to make the adjustments to the best of my
abilities, being that the next group would be our last and I wanted them to have a finished
product to go home with at the end.
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Reflection.
This was a somewhat frustrating group for me because of the dominance of both woman
A’s and woman B’s opinions. I was happy they were participating and engaged, but I also noted
that the group dynamic had changed. Those who had been opening up more in the prior groups
were not speaking up as much and I wanted this to be a whole group process. I also was coming
in with the understanding that these two members may have been so vocal because they had not
been present for the majority of this activity and they wanted a say in the song. There felt like a
lot of little disconnections happening between these two group members and the rest of the
group, due to woman A and woman B challenging the lyrics or people’s choices. I had to walk
the line between being the bipartisan facilitator as well as making sure everyone’s voices were
heard.
Song Collage: Day Six
I made the changes the group suggested for day six, the last day of our meeting together.
I also put together some different styles of music in which the song could be played so the group
could decide on the sound. Unfortunately, due to a staff training, day six also happened to be
alternative programming at the day treatment program. The schedule was not as enforced, and
people could attend other groups such as Netflix or board games, if they chose to do so. As a
result, we had a lower group attendance that day.
That being said, the group members were still engaged and picked the order of the verses.
After hearing the different musical styles, I played on the guitar (fingerpicking melody,
continued upbeat strumming, and open rhythmic block chords), the group ultimately decided on
the block chords for the verses and strumming for the chorus for emphasis. Afterwards, we sang
through the song as a group a couple of times. When asked for any responses, group members
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reflected that it was nice to be part of a group process, that it helped people come out of their
shell, but they wished they had more time with the song in the end.
Reflection.
While I was disappointed that more people didn’t go to our group that day, I understood
the need for some to break away from their daily routine and engage in less demanding groups
like Netflix. I was happy that those who did come were there because they chose to be there and
wanted to see the completion of the song. The small group worked well together and made
compromises with one another as to what they thought sounded and worked best for the song.
Song Collage: Foundations
Due to the fact that many of the group members had no songwriting experience outside of
this group, I gave them quite a few pre-composed songs to look through. This was supposed to
make the process easier so that instead of generating lyrics from nothing, they could find words
already in a song and make it their own if desired. Some members wrote down word for word
what the lyrics were and others used them as a jumping off point. I gave them a mixed collection
of songs, some more modern, some older, and some from undiscovered artists on Spotify. Some
of the songs included but were not limited to (a) Happiness is Not a Place by The Wind and the
Wave (Lynn, 2016), (b) Shake It Out by Florence and the Machine (Welch, 2011), (c) I Will
Survive (Gaynor, 1978), (d) I Am Light (Arie, 2016) (e) Warrior (Lovato, 2013), (f) Unwell
(Thomas, 2002), (g) The Middle (Adkins, 2001) (h) A Change is Gonna Come (Cooke, 1964),
(i) Bridges (Staines, 1989) (j) Lean on Me (Withers, 1972) and (k) Lose You to Love Me
(Gomez, 2020). I wanted to include some songs that the group may not have known so that they
were not always influenced by the song itself, but rather they let the lyrics do the talking. Of
course, I felt that knowing some of the songs might spark engagement for some members, so
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that’s why I included some songs they would be familiar with as well. Surprisingly, I also found
it to be a test of distress tolerance for some group members who became flustered when they
didn’t know all of the songs or couldn’t understand how some of the lyrics related to the group’s
chosen theme.
What’s in the Song?
The overarching theme that the group chose was mental health, illness, marginalization
and how it impacts their world view. After going through the song, there were some smaller
themes, imagery, and messages that emerged. These included (a) darkness, (b) light, (c) freedom,
(d) perseverance, (e) trust, (f) speaking up, (g) leaving the past behind, and (h) looking forward. I
also found that the chorus was where a lot of the darkness and light imagery took place, as well
as the themes of perseverance and freedom. One line that was repeated three times in the chorus
was “on the road to freedom” despite all the hardships a person had gone through or how dark
life sometimes felt. Some of the earlier verses spoke to the heavier and darker parts of a mental
illness, with lyrics such as “I live in the darkness of my mind” or “madness as my copilot”. The
group members really were able to take their experiences and create or find lyrics that
represented those thoughts they had harbored away for so long.
However, as the song goes on, the verses start to become more inspired with lyrics like
“white water, keep on churning,” “just believe one day,” and “I’m just trying to trust you.” The
group begins to speak of the hardships and difficulties someone with a mental illness might have,
especially with trust and looking forward, but the importance of doing so anyway. The final
verse was one of empowerment, with phrases like “now hear my voice, too long silenced” and “I
am not the mistakes that I have made” coming to light. The whole song was really one of
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transformation from downtrodden to empowered, with the chorus connecting each verse using
imagery of light and darkness and always staying on the road to freedom.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to look at how group songwriting impacts adults with

mental illness and trauma in a day treatment setting. Through a trauma-informed and relationalcultural lens, the group used a song collage method, where they took pre-composed lyrics and
pieced them together before adding music, to create a song together. I found that the overarching

theme throughout all of our group sessions, and even in the song itself, was centered on the idea
of connection. Each group, members worked with others and tried to connect and collaborate
with one another. While the technical goal was to write and complete a song, the process in
which members got there was one of connection. That showed up in the song they wrote as well.
They spoke about mental health, illness, marginalization and how it impacted their world view.
While their song described what it was like to have a mental illness and the value of moving
forward, it was also deeply rooted in wanting to connect with others. At the very beginning of
this process, they stated that they wanted to write a song that would make people stop and listen.
That initial goal was to reach out to others and show them what it was like to be in their
headspace; they wanted to connect with others in a deep, growth-fostering, and enriching way.
After reading all of my journal responses to each group session, I reflected on the group’s
journey artistically. I reflected on the path they went on. They started at a point of possibilities,
new ideas, and motivation. Shortly after, they then went to a point where a couple of
disconnections and miscommunications happened between group members. The next group, they
settled back down. When going through the song for one of the last times before the final
product, there was again some turbulence. However, after all was said and done, they finally
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found their way home to the song. And through it all was that reaching out for connection and

collaboration. This (Figure 2) was the artistic reflection of the group’s journey.

Figure 2. The Journey. A personal image of a sunset with artistic additions of green plants, sun
rays, storm clouds, and a pathway representing the journey of the songwriting group

I felt that because the group started out full of ideas and motivation for this song, that was
best illustrated by lush plants. The storm clouds at the top are representative of disconnections.
The still water is a sense of calmness. And the lake house is their sense of accomplishment.

However, throughout the whole journey is the sun in the middle with its sunbeams reaching out
to connect.
This yearning for connection was evident in Hatcher’s (2007) research where the client
wrote a song that was based in a desire for connection and commonality. This client was able to
put a voice to his suffering while simultaneously reaching out to others to show them his
worldview. This concept was very similar to the one that the songwriting group came up with
and wrote about in their song. However, because this was a group process and not based in an
individual client-therapist relationship, the ways in which the group dynamics played out were
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very different. The process was one of vulnerability, but also of collaboration. In order for the

songwriting process to move forward, the group had to work with one another and tend to those
vulnerabilities as well as the many interpersonal relationships that were constantly evolving.
While researchers may look at how trauma-informed care impacts relationships or how

group therapy can foster socialization and cohesiveness (Baker & Wigram, 2005), there seemed
to be less research on the interpersonal dynamics and disconnections and reconnections that
happen in a group, specifically with a songwriting focus. Baker & Wigram (2005) do look at the

different elements of songwriting in a group and how different stages, such as writing, playing,
or sharing the song, may impact the group differently. However, he does not look at what is
happening during those stages between different group members, or how those interactions then
impact the next stages of the songwriting process. That is why this research was needed.
One element that was consistent with prior research was the internal positive responses to
the songwriting process. Fox (2018), after doing an art-based heuristic research study about
songwriting on herself, found that the process encouraged human compassion, heightened
awareness, and change when she was open to the experience. When I asked for reflections on the
entire songwriting process in the last group, members stated that they felt like they came out of
their shell, found their voice, that they were happy to have an end product, and – something Fox
(2018) couldn’t do by herself – that it was nice to be a part of something and share the
experience with others.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this study was that attendance in the group was not mandatory
and the group was not closed. Though encouraged to be there and attend every day, many group
members had personal reasons for not being able to attend every group. Furthermore, we had
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new members come into the group as they began treatment at the program or old members leave

the group due to being discharged from the program. The frequent changing of group members
in the songwriting group impacted the group dynamics consistently. Though these changing
dynamics showcased different relational-cultural components between group members, there

may have been different responses or connections had there been a mandatory attendance or a
closed group.
Another limitation to this study was the time restraint. Due to the fact that the group

began the song collage activity on week eight of thirteen, there were only six weeks or group
meetings available to write the song. We did end up rushing towards the end to get to the
finalized product. I do believe that if we had had more time, the group would have been able to
fine-tune the song more and the end result may have been different.
One more limitation to this study was that there was no concrete data collection. These
results are purely based on observation of myself, the researcher. Though a hands-off approach
was taken, I have my own internal biases and other connections with some of the group members
from prior groups. Though I tried to be aware of these biases and connections through personal
observation and journaling after each group, there is no hard data to demonstrate that it was
completely bias-free.
Conclusion
After facilitating and observing the songwriting group, how group members interacted
with one another, and how they responded to different prompts or directions, I have come to the
conclusion that connection was at the core of this group. Group members needed to connect with
others in order to move forward with writing the song, and the song in turn was rooted in trying
to connect with others. Disconnections, reconnections, collaborations, and compromises filled
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the room each week as the group worked on the lyrical content, how to connect those lyrics,

where and how to make adjustments or amendments, and how to decide on what the song would
sound like and why.
Given that group songwriting is a collaboratively, emotionally, and relationally involved

process, there should be more opportunities for clients with mental illness and trauma to receive
treatment in this form. Those who are internally motivated through music or writing may reap
even more therapeutic benefits, as we see in Silverman (2003) with the case study of Frank.

Group songwriting is not just about the finished song at the end, but it works with people’s
abilities to connect and collaborate with others from an emotional and vulnerable place.
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